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In our last newsletter, I noted that the pandemic has ruined plans for our usual Annual General Meeting. Since then, ONN Reps and Presidents have been corresponding by email. Fiona
White has created a perfect summary of the discussions—which went out to all ONN Reps.
With Fiona’s permission, I’m including it here as a reference and as information to all the
members of the ONN groups who receive the newsletter.
We are still corresponding but I think we are leaning towards having at least an online meeting with a date likely in September. Might I suggest Sept 10 or 17?
Your ONN Webmaster, Judy McMullan
TO: Members of ONN
FROM: Fiona White, ONN Rep for the Embroiderers’ Guild of Peterborough
DATE: March 6, 2022
RE: The Future of ONN (Report of Online Discussions Winter 2022)

Background
Earlier this winter I sent out a question to the member groups of ONN, at the request of my guild,
regarding the possibility of holding an online general meeting. I also posed some open-ended
questions. I was surprised and delighted at the thought and time that went in to the responses
received from five ONN member groups. Judy McMullan of CEG Guelph also responded with an
offer to host an online meeting. Feeling responsible for having started this discussion, I felt it
might be helpful to provide a summary of the discussion, as well as compiling all the responses
into one document, which is provided as an appendix.

Summary
The ONN website currently list 13 member guilds, and 12 of these guild submitted reports to the
most recent newsletter. Seven of the guilds were involved in the online discussion, representing
over half of the member guilds. Clearly there is support for ONN to continue, and a common
thread in the responses was the value of ONN to its member organizations: the network provided,
the newsletter, the website, and the opportunity to meet in person.
There was unanimous support for holding an online general meeting this year. It was interesting
that a number of groups said that the business meeting portion of the general meetings held in
person in the past was the least favourite part, and that holding the business meetings online into
the future might be worthwhile. However, there was full support for returning to meeting in person
(Continued on page 2)
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(Continued from page 1)

in order to enable the visual and tactile and personal benefits of meeting with others involved in
needlework. There was general agreement that it would be good to hold a fair every two or three
years allowing for displays by member groups. Thoughts on the involvement of vendors, location,
timing, and hosting responsibilities were more varied, and warrant inclusion on the agenda at the
online general meeting.
Responses on the structure of ONN were interesting. Most groups felt that some changes need to
be made, especially to enable the continued success of the newsletter and the website. All were
grateful for the commitment shown by Judy McMullan in maintaining the website and the newsletter
throughout the COVID pandemic. ONN is a network of groups, with no formal executive structure. In
the past, hosting of the general meeting included the setting of the agenda and the running of the
meeting. At the last general meeting, four people took on the responsibilities of treasurer, webmail
contact, webmaster and newsletter editor. The newsletter editor was not able to continue, so Judy
McMullan took on that role along with the role of webmaster. Lorna Anderson, of the Toronto Guild
of Stitchery, made note of the responsibility involving the passwords for access to the webmail and
the website, as well as the financial records, and for ensuring the continuity of these structures.
Alexandra Semeniuk, of the Scarborough Needlearts Guild, drew attention to the need for a
leadership team. This is certainly worth discussing at the general meeting.
There was also general agreement that passion, energy, and commitment are required to keep
ONN going. However, membership numbers of the individual groups, the age of the members, the
willingness to take on additional responsibilities and the facility with technology were all mentioned
as factors affect member groups’ ability to maintain that commitment. It appears that we need a
network structure that enables each member group to participate, as Alexandra Semeniuk said, “on
a scale that is manageable for its size and its financial and human resources “. And as Kathie
Morgan, of CEG London said “there are no easy answers”. I look forward to some helpful
discussion of how to move forward at the online general meeting.

Suggested Agenda Items for General Meeting
Leadership structure for ONN
Format for an annual general meeting to conduct the business of ONN
Format for a biennial or triennial fair for ONN
Membership fees (currently suspended)
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CANADIAN EMBROIDERERS’ GUILD LONDON
Submitted by Cheryl Wallace, ONN Rep
March 2022 ONN Report
As 2022 began, CEG, London started the year with our Inspiration Day in January. Isabel Fletcher, a
British textile designer, whose specialty is the use of textile offcuts, helped us see the potential in our
own scraps. In this virtual workshop Isabel guided us to combine our scraps and offcuts in
unexpected ways to both create and embellish new and existing work.

Linda Rupp

Mary Veenman
Our members have an opportunity to come together monthly, for
virtual Gatherings where we share news, Guild announcements and
Anne Steckley-Diaz
items of interest. It is also an opportunity for our Speaker Series
which has so far this year featured Danny Gregory, who used his
sketchbook illustrations as a vehicle to deliver his message of overcoming your inner critic. He
explained how we could “Shut our Monkey” and tame that negative voice that limits our creative
energies. We were also inspired by examples of work by international paper artist Su Blackwell. She
started by cutting images out of vintage books and making book sculptures as she says, “in the
realm of fairy tale and folklore.” Her work is now seen and collected around the world and used in
campaigns by well known commercial companies. There is a delicate, ethereal quality about her
work that highlights the fragility of paper.
Additionally, each month, a Virtual
Stitch, Chat and Share session is
hosted for any member who wishes to
attend. It is an online opportunity to sit
and stitch together even though we
are apart. Members share what they
are currently working on and share tips
and ideas.
The Winter session of Guild classes is
going well. Most have continued to be
Grace Sweeney
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CANADIAN EMBROIDERERS’ GUILD LONDON (continued)
(Continued from page 3)

virtual classes, but we were able to offer two in-person classes once the restrictions eased.
Following all health guidelines, “Living Dangerously with Scissors and Needles” as well as “ThreeDimensional Bead Embroidery” are continuing to take place in person every 2nd and 4th Thursday
of the month.

Lynda Watson
Stitch Camp Workshop
Living Dangerously with Scissors class

Our 50th Anniversary Summer Workshops
are getting ever closer. Registration is now
open to non-guild members and the
reputations of the instructors are drawing
interest and registration from people out of
Patricia Ferries
province. Sign up now, if you wish to attend
Stitch Camp Workshop
— several workshops are full and space in
others is limited. In addition, sale of our commemorative scissor keeper/needle minder sets is going
well. For full details, please contact us through our website: CEG London
Even though Spring may seem slow in coming, we are keeping our spirits up with classes and
camaraderie as we share skills, smiles, stitches, and chat using whatever media and venue is
available to us. Warmer weather and the opportunity to meet outside will only enhance our ability to
Gather and Stitch.
Happy Stitching
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TORONTO GUILD OF STITCHERY
Submitted by Lorna Anderson, ONN Rep,

March 2022

Greetings ONN members,
First a report from the seminar co-chairs, Heather and Pia.
Hues in Harmony Report March 2022
Seminar 2022 Hues in Harmony is only 8 weeks away! May 16-21, 2022! We are still
accepting registrations! We do have classes that are not filled, so take a look at our
website www.eac-acb.ca/seminar! We are welcoming all like-minded stitchers to this in
real life event! COVID protocols are relaxing but we are asking that all participants are fully vaccinated to
keep everyone safe! At this time the BMO IFL is requiring masks, but the times are ever changing so we
do not know what the rules will be at the time of Seminar. We are looking forward to a fabulous exhibition
in the Forum displaying stitching from the 2020 Seminar, the 2021 Seminar and the 2022 Seminar! We
have a marvellous stitching boutique – KIMAT Designs that is open every day 8:30 am – 5:30 pm except
on May 18th when it will be open 8:30 am – 8:30 pm! We encourage a visit to our Market Mall night May
18th which is open in The Bow at the BMO/IFL from 5:00 pm until 8:30 pm, located at 3550 Pharmacy
Avenue, Toronto with free parking. We hope to see you there!
Along with the many members organizing the seminar, the guild continues to have a variety of
programmes and regular project challenges.
In January Anne Armstrong, a docent from ROM gave an informative talk on Chintz titled ‘The Cloth
That Changed The World: India’s Painted and Printed Cottons’.
Rosemary Marchant, TGS member presented an interesting program on Appliqué.
Pat Armour, TGS Member, discussed how she begins a design and progresses to the final pattern.
Members were given the pattern with detailed instructions for an 18th century shoe project. Pat had
previously taught the shoe project at the Bata Shoe Museum.
Please enjoy images of members’ work that have been shown at Find It Finish It (FIFI) meetings.

Janice

Karen
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TORONTO GUILD OF STITCHERY (continued)

Iris

Sylvia

Four pieces by Judy
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TORONTO GUILD OF STITCHERY (continued)

Five pieces by Barbara

Two pieces by Michele
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TORONTO GUILD OF STITCHERY (continued)

Three pieces by Suzzanne

Four pieces by Cathy
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TORONTO GUILD OF STITCHERY (continued)

Three pieces from Julia

Four images by Catherine
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TORONTO GUILD OF STITCHERY (continued)

Four pieces by Barbara
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SUDBURY DISTRICT QUILTING AND STITCHERY GUILD

Submitted by Roma Smith, ONN Rep
It has been almost a year since our guild has submitted a report to your newsletter and two years
since we've been able to hold in-person meetings, thanks to Covid. We have adapted to the
uncertainty by meeting virtually these past two years. Our savvy executive put together a programme that would offer a presentation by a renowned quilter or stitcher who would talk about and
show some of the projects they have been working on.
In February we enjoyed a goldwork master, Natalie Dupuis. She gave a historical overview of
goldwork embroidery and showed some of the beautiful pieces she has made. You can listen to her
talk about her embroidery journey on podcasts and videos. Just go to www.stitcherystories.com.
In March, we visited with Sharon Fisher, a gal from Mount Forest, who embellishes her quilts with
wool and embroidery. Our guild also treated us to an event offered by the Global Quilt Connection
called Sampler Platter. It is offered over two days and introduces nearly twenty different teachers
who demonstrate a short technique. Although most of these presentations are for quilters, a few
teachers who dabble in quilt art can light a spark under a stitcher to use other techniques to display
their work in non-traditional ways.
You may be as curious as I to find out what our stitchers have been up to as they have been sitting
out lockdown after lockdown. So I sent out a call for photos and stories of their work. I asked them
to tell me how stitchery has saved their sanity. Unfortunately, I have no stories to giggle about but I
do have some photos of what they've been up to. Here's what they offer. I entitle it:
SAVING OUR SANITY
Up first is Linda Lachance. Linda is our dynamic canvaswork designer. She has been very busy
getting ready to teach at EAC and ANG. Here are photos of the original pieces she will offer in her
classes. Linda also has her own online stitchery company called "Northern Pine Designs". If you
want to learn canvaswork, she's your gal.

(Continued on page 12)
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SUDBURY DISTRICT QULTING AND STITCHERY GUILD (continued)
(Continued from page 11)

Our second featured stitcher is Betty McLeod. Betty is our expert on hardanger. She too is an avid
stitcher who always has a project on the go. Betty also enjoys doing Mill Hill bead patterns. I know
Betty has been busy stitching other things over the last year. She starts her day sitting in her
sunroom relaxing with a cup of coffee and a piece of stitchery.

Next up is Janet Clark. Janet is relatively new to the stitchery game, at least to us, because she
joined our guild a year or so before the pandemic. Janet dove into stitchery with energy, enthusiasm
and creativity. Recently she has been taking private classes exploring the use of dyes on fabrics
she is stitching on. Her mandala piece is done on a piece of fabric she hand dyed. She says the
mandala design came from an adult colouring book, the fine lines stitched with one thread and the
thicker lines with two threads. Her little story about her piece entitled "Through the Woods" goes as
follows. When I was young and we'd had enough fresh snow, a family friend would drive his horse
and sleigh into town and give the neighborhood kids a ride around the streets. He had bells on the
harness so we'd hear them coming and start hooting and hollering with excitement. It brings back a
lovely memory. It was my first time stitching with beads and finding out how they can enhance a
piece of stitchery. It is also the first time I've worked on perforated paper. Well Done, Janet!

(Continued on page 13)
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SUDBURY DISTRICT QUILTING AND STITCHERY GUILD (continued)

Our next stitcher, Marilyn Clulow is highly creative. She says she loves to do things with her hands.
She finds creating art meditative and it has kept her out of the doldrums during the pandemic. She
shares with us the following:
(Continued on page 14)

This piece is simple boro stitching on a
piece of black cotton lawn. When colour is
taken out of black fabric quite unexpected
colours are revealed.

This piece is a throw, made from a kit by a
friend of mine in Montreal, Pat del Moral.
She made a number of kits. All the motifs
were designed by her and I was lucky
enough to get her last kit. It is wool
applique on black wool fabric. All the
pieces for the applique were hand dyed as
well as the silk embroidery threads..

I had made a few quilt sandwiches to use to
practice my free motion skills and was just about to
throw them out when I had the great idea of
soaking them overnight in the waste water I was
using to do some ice dyeing of some cotton fabric. I
felt I had nothing to lose, since the quilted pieces
were being thrown out anyway. Imagine my
surprise and delight when I ended up with some
beautifully ice dyed pieces which I thought would be
muddy. I have been creating little mini quilts using
a combination of collage and hand embroidery and
beading.
ONN-Line Volume 39 Issue 3 April 2022

With one of my
hand dyed
pieces of cotton
fabric, I created
a woodland
garden, using a
combination of
machine
stitching and
hand embroidery. The
leaves of the
tree are small
pieces of silk,
the tree trunks
and flowers are
hand embroidered, the hosta
leaves are 3D
and are thread
painted.
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SUDBURY DISTRICT QUILTING AND STITCHERY GUILD (continued)
Using a stencil, I drew a tree on a piece of black
cotton. I back stitched the outline of the tree using
fine white perle cotton and used the lazy daisy stitch
for the leaves. I tried to create an image of a wind
blown tree.
(Continued from page 13)

Looks like the lockdown paid off for you Marilyn.
Can't wait to see what you are going to create next.
Just in time for Easter, our next stitcher Marlene
Rantala has stitched a charming pillow "The Tortoise
and the Hare" in Berlin work. It reminds me of the
wild rabbits that have been hopping around my yard this winter leaving their footprints in the snow.
Next we have our talented stitching mentor, Juliet McDonald,
showing us what she can do when challenged. Her challenge
was to use four different colours, in crayons she was given, as
well as black and white to create a craft of her choice. She
chose to use stumpwork to execute her creativity. She calls her
piece "Three Worlds". Above the water is the Japanese maple
tree, at the water surface are frothy ripples and leaves, and
below the water is the carp. She says she used memory thread
for the carp. She used perle cotton on the ring, the branches
and the water. The leaves were done in silk thread. Three
wooden beads represent the bubbles. Awesome job, Juliet!
(Continued on page 15)
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SUDBURY DISTRICT QUILTING AND STITCHERY GUILD (continued)
(Continued from page 14)

Lastly, I too have been stitching. I made this mug rug from a free pattern I found on Shabby Fabrics.
I love the feel of felted wool in my hands as I stitch. A mug rug? Not likely. A cup of coffee isn't
going to be staining it after all that work. I look forward to doing more stitching with felted wool.

That about wraps it up. Keep on Stitching and Save your Sanity. LOL!
Roma Smith
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SCARBOROUGH NEEEDLEARTS GUILD

Submitted by Alexandra Semeniuk, ONN Rep

Spring 2022

Greetings and Happy Spring wishes from Scarborough Needlearts!
After a break for the holidays, on January 14th, SNG resumed its Monday Zoom meetings and
launched a much anticipated group project “Stitches of the Alphabet Sampler.” Leading the project is
Kim Mather. Every week Kim presents and teaches a different stitch that participants work on during
the following week. The lessons are recorded, thereby creating an ongoing resource for us. The
group is now half way through the alphabet. It has been interesting and inspiring to watch the
progress from week to week and see how the samplers are shaping up - each one different from the
other and equally lovely. Members not stitching the sampler are enjoying the opportunity to learn
new stitches and techniques.

In February, SNG marked the Japanese Festival of Broken Needles and celebrated the Guild’s 46th
anniversary. Plans also got underway for a weekend retreat at Elim Lodge in April. This annual, funfilled spring event of stitching and spending a happy time together was interrupted by Covid. Its
return is enthusiastically welcomed.
Recently, the Guild learned of the latest exhibit at the Ukrainian Museum of Canada - Ontario
Branch which opened on March 8th. Called the ‘Legends and Legacies of Borshchiv,’ the exhibition
features the unique, strikingly beautiful, black-thread embroidery seen on traditional clothing of the
Borshchiv region of Ukraine. Using black sheep’s wool and accented with coloured threads, beads
and sequins, the style of embroidery is unlike any other in Ukraine. It’s a ‘must-see.’ The Museum is
located at 620 Spadina Avenue in Toronto. A guided tour can be arranged by calling 416 923 8691.
A virtual tour of the exhibit has also been created and can be found on the Museum’s website
www.umcontario.com
Three embroidered sorochkas (shirts) in the Legends and Legacies of Borshchiv exhibit.

Over the past weeks we have been treated to
seeing numerous finished and in-progress
works by members during our regular show
and share sessions. Here are three Friesen
Whitework Strawberries stitched by Sylvia
Wilkins.
SNG is looking forward to participating in
future discussions about ONN programming.
We are also taking steps to return to meeting
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SCARBOROUGH NEEEDLEARTS GUILD (continued)
(Continued from page 16)

in person in our comfortable, well lighted meeting space at Cedarbrook Community Centre. This will
likely be in September.
We wish ONN members a happy, productive and safe spring.

[Editor: Correction: The January newsletter incorrectly attributed the tassel on page 14. It was
stitched by Sylvia Wilkins.]
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CANADIAN EMBROIDERERS’ GUILD GUELPH

Submitted by Judy McMullan, ONN Rep
Well, we rolled with the punches & came up smiling! Though we were disappointed not to be able to
have in-person classes, we made a success of our first-ever online classes. We had been having
one-session programs all Fall so planning for 6-session classes wasn't entirely new. Now, we are
proud of the new skills we have acquired!
Some lessons learned:
1) It is much more effective to screen share a previously photographed work than to hold the work
up to the camera. This is best for a Show and Tell time. That being said, it is usually possible to hold
your work-in-progress up to the camera and get immediate feedback from your teacher during a
class.
2) Someone, somewhere, *will* have technical problems joining the online session. Please be
patient and hope it is not going to be the teacher!
3) Kindly mute your microphone when the dog barks or your phone rings.
4) Please join the session with the email you provided instead of your son's/mother's/work email - or
at least let the session convenor know to expect a new email name from you.
5) We love, love, love Show and Tell! Keep those photos coming in!
We have one more online workshop in May - a one-day session in Beginner Hardanger. Nevertheless, we do plan on live classes for September!
Some photos of recent work. We're still getting a chance to see those items finished just before (or
after!) Christmas and items done during those cozy, indoor winter days.

Pat B: Christmas Mat

Judy M—Christmas stockings

Pat B: Winter picture
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CANADIAN EMBROIDERERS’ GUILD GUELPH (continued)

By Judy E and Judy M: from an online Christmas Workshop

Blue Christmas stitched by
Barbara Lee J
Stitched by
Ana-Maria K

Barbara Lee J
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CANADIAN EMBROIDERERS’ GUILD GUELPH (continued)

Pat B: The cardinal scissors fob and
biscornest are from a kit by Crossed
Wing Collection. The biscornest (aka
biscornu) is what they call the
pincushion (kind of a cute twist on the
conventional name, since it looks like
a nest).

The Kogin ornaments and coaster use patterns from the
book 'Modern Kogin: Sweet and Simple Sashiko
Embroidery Designs and Projects' by Boutique-sha

The wild carrot is from
a kit by Katherine
Diuguid. The bee is
based on a bee
pattern in the book
'Stumpwork
Embroidery' by Kay
and Michael Dennis

Female Cardinal by Judy M
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CANADIAN EMBROIDERERS’ GUILD GUELPH (continued)

Beaded necklace by Judy M
Maria Rypan design

Canvaswork by Ana-Maria K

4 faces of a Beaded Kaleidocycle
stitched by Judy M
Design by Contemporary Geometric
Beadwork

Threadpainting by Mavis B
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CANADIAN EMBROIDERERS’ GUILD GUELPH (continued)

4 gift bags stitched by Mavis B
patterns from Inspirations Magazine
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OAKVILLE STITCHERY GUILD

Submitted by Gemma Burke, ONN Rep
Our last meeting was on November 28 2021. We had to close down the meetings in December due
to new restrictions in Oakville of 5 people per meeting. We have been keeping in contact over email
and will be meeting in person soon on March 27 2022. Here’s some art work that our Oakville
Stitchery has been up to.
Barbara Hodkinson: Sashiko with
some found fabrics.

.

.

Nancy Hull: Rusted and eco printed
soft sculpture

Wendy Nicholson
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OAKVILLE STITCHERY GUILD (continued)
Wendy Nicholson
First picture (p. 20) experimenting with some images
from England local Horticultural/Dog show and stitchery.
Second picture fabric collage and embroidery soon to be
added

Judith Veinot: Judith is enjoying
making quilts for her loved ones
and for the community. She still
loves to explore embroidery and
other techniques that capture her
fondness of nature.
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OAKVILLE STITCHERY GUILD (continued)

Gemma Burke

First picture, sewing circular weaving projects together, a knitted
fish and dollies to create a fantasy seascape. Second picture
using felt and yarns to make a 3d clam shell
Liz Thurston
A silk painting of a blue heron
bird. Soon to be stitched.
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NORTHUMBERLAND HILLS STITCHERY GUILD

Written by Susan Calverley, Submitted by Sheila McCoy, ONN representative
Greetings to everyone We had a discouraging start to the New Year when COVID restrictions were reinstated and we were
unable to meet in-person at the Lion’s Centre. However, we quickly adapted and put in place a
revised plan.
The Guild purchased a Zoom account and used the first meeting of the year exploring and becoming
familiar with Zoom. We have continued with online meetings since and are becoming more
comfortable with it, even though a few glitches.
Since then, we have talked about creativity and that nothing is new under the sun. Creativity is about
putting existing ideas together in new ways. While everyone has creativity in them, it, like any other
skill, needs to be practiced and several methods and ideas were discussed on how to do that.
A “Welcome Back” gift containing Aida cloth, a needle and a pattern with a sentimental phrase about
stitching and friends, was distributed to all members previous to the meeting. It was to have been
part of our first in-person meeting, but instead was used as a challenge for the creativity meeting.
The pattern, which was printed in just black and white, was the jumping off point for members to use
their imagination to finish the cross-stitch in a colour, or colour combination of their choice.
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NORTHUMBERLAND HILLS STITCHERY GUILD (continued)
(Continued from page 26)

Our very first Zoom Speaker, was our favourite framer, Kim Mather of Kimat Designs in Oshawa.
Kim, a certified Zentangle instructor, led us through the steps of creating two different tiles. We
explored several different line styles and how to add shading to give the design depth.
Kim let us know that Zentangle is not doodling, but a mindful form of art and creativity. She said that
there are no mistakes in creating a Zentangle and this information helped to free us of any selfconsciousness and to go with the flow and enjoy the experience. With lots of oohs and ahhs, many
of

us went from “I can’t do that. I’m not creative”, to “I didn’t
know I could do that!”
In our most recent Zoom meeting, we learned How to Pick
Colours for Our Embroidery Project. We gained an
understanding of colour theory, colour terminology, and
how to use the four colour schemes to help us choose a
pleasing palette. Several examples of each of the four
colour schemes, monochrome, contrasting, analogous,
and triadic, were shown to give an appreciation of how the
colours can be utilized in embroidery.
With the colour wheel as our guide, members used coloured pencil crayons to make patterns of
different colour combinations, one for each of the color schemes. The challenge at the end of the
meeting, was to translate those patterns using Aida cloth and floss on hand, into a small sampler
(Continued on page 28)
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NORTHUMBERLAND HILLS STITCHERY GUILD (continued)
(Continued from page 27)

During February, our member Jillian RoosMarkowitz opened a multi-month long show of
her work at The Loft, in Cobourg. This interpretation of her watercolours into silk stitching has
been well received and Jillian plans a private
showing for our Guild members in early April.

For the rest of the season, we will continue with
our rotation of in-person and Zoom meetings.
Our first meeting back was well attended, with a
Show ‘N Tell of projects accomplished.

(Continued on page 29)
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NORTHUMBERLAND HILLS STITCHERY GUILD (continued)
(Continued from page 28)

(Continued on page 30)

Hello ladies, did the final stitches this
morning. [Mar 25]
Spend 1071 hours stitching this 19x19
piece, it’s quite grubby after being in a
frame for over 2 years.
Kim will have fun framing it.
Boy, I am a happy lark today.
Immy
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NORTHUMBERLAND HILLS STITCHERY GUILD (continued)
(Continued from page 29)

And Carol is working on squares for a baby quilt. . . . .

Future plans include learning to needle felt small succulents, and a Zoom presentation by Lianne
Van Leylen, historical domestic interpreter at Upper Canada Village and owner of 1897 Schoolhouse
Samplers.
As always …… Carry On, Carrying On.
11 March, 2022 : smc
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TRILLIUM EMBROIDERY GUILD

Submitted by Marion Brumwell, ONN Rep
Since January we have stitched a Wessex Embroidery needlecase using a free pattern from the
Embroidery Guild of America website, design by Kathi Green. We discovered that this counted
thread technique consists of repeating patterns with each pattern created from 2 or more stitches.
Our photos show the personal colour scheme of the stitcher and the interior finishing.

Soibhain

Bernice

Geri

Marilyn
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TRILLIUM EMBROIDERY GUILD (continued)
(Continued from page 31)

In preparation for a smalls (needlecase, scissor case, scissor fob, pincushion) exchange in June, we
featured a “Smalls Extravaganza” at the March meeting. We had a show of patterns available from
Kimat Designs and stitched pieces from members.

Scissors Keep and
Smalls set (below) by Bernie

‘Smalls’ patterns from Kim
In April we will discuss with Lianne van Leyen of 1897
Schoolhouse Samplers our individual interpretations of a
historical sampler pattern charted by Lianne.
In the regular Show and Share segment at each meeting
we saw many projects either completed or in progress.
The example shown below was stitched by Marilyn, “A
Thankful Chairarm Pinkeep” by Heartstring Samplery.

For many more photos, please go to our website, trilliumguild.blogspot.com. In June we have
tentative plans to get together in an outdoor setting to connect and meet our new members inperson.
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EMBROIDERERS’ GUILD OF PETERBOROUGH

Submitted by Fiona White, ONN Rep
To make up for my all-text fall report, I have concentrated on images for this report, featuring work
from 10 of our talented members. We have had a busy year of Zoom meetings and stitch-ins,
starting with biscornus and an autumn tree for the fall, and a then a winter focus on embroidering
things we can find - keeping it simple with running stitch.
Some of the biscornus completed as our fall project.

(Continued on page 34)
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EMBROIDERERS’ GUILD OF PETERBOROUGH (continued)

Some items from our Make Do and Mend program for January - a sweatshirt and a nightgown,
inspired by our exploration of kantha and boro stitching.

February Blues was our program for February, continuing our look at the uses of running stitch
by learning about Sashiko. Following our plan to use what we have on hand, members were
asked to find any blue fabric, resulting in some interesting pieces!
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EMBROIDERERS’ GUILD OF PETERBOROUGH (continued)

For more information on any of the pieces pictured, or for instructions and further related links
please visit our website at egpstitch.ca.
We are looking forward to doing running stitch collages at our March meeting, and a weekend
workshop on Zentangle for Embroidery with Kim Mather of Kimat Designs.
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NORFOLK’S OWN NEEDLE ARTS GUILD

Submitted by Heather Hollands, ONN Rep
Our Guild has continued to meet on a regular basis, during the day on Mondays and also for the
second and fourth Wednesday evening meetings for business and programme. This year, we have
decided to have members pick an interesting technique or stitch and present it to the Guild. Our
latest stitch was taught by Marlene Robinson - the sorbello stitch. It is pictured below, where Jane
Hunter adapted the design to fit in a greeting card. We are looking forward to Libby Kellner teaching
us Yorkshire buttons. Some of our members are also beginning to work on a goldwork dragonfly
designed by Jane Nicolas and which was featured in the Inspirations magazine.
Pictured below are other completed projects . The thread painted bluebird is a piece that was a
workshop at an EAC seminar, taught and designed by Tanja Berlin and stitched by Jane Hunter.
The stump work rose was a design featured in Inspirations magazine designed by Susan Porter and
stitched by Heather Hollands. Next are the two cross stitch samplers, stitched by Kim Smit. Also is
the stunning goldwork lion designed and taught by Tanja Berlin, stitched by Cori Angus.
The EAC seminar is fast approaching In May and seven of our eleven members are looking forward
to attending and coming away with new projects to work on.
As part of our business meeting in March, we discussed our vision for the future of ONN. We felt that
ONN should endeavour to proceed as it has been, but with some modifications. We felt that
meetings should be held each year in person, as it helps to promote cohesiveness of the guilds and
is very valuable for programme ideas as well as viewing the stitchers accomplishments of other
guilds for inspiration. We felt strongly that an executive is not necessary as it would add to expenses
and also may present travel problems for meetings. Our Guild did not like the idea of online
meetings as not everyone has a computer or is interested in corresponding in that manner. It was
felt that in person meetings could be scaled back considerably, such as; no goodie bags, no
speakers, no vendors and bring your own lunch, with coffee, tea and water provided. We are,
however, open to try an online meeting in the fall.
Respectfully submitted
Heather Hollands

(Continued on page 37)
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NORFOLK’S OWN NEEDLE ARTS GUILD (continued)
(Continued from page 36)
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BRANT NEEDLE ARTS GUILD

Submitted by Barbara Cook, ONN Rep
The season has continued to challenge any plans to meet in person. Nevertheless, we continue to
work on our embroidery and to stay connected as the situation allows. Our year-long 'twinchie'
project continues and individual projects are progressing. At the end of the season, we hope to
reveal the finished projects at an in-person meeting.
We are starting to gather ideas for next year and looking forward to getting together to catch up and
to discuss our upcoming program
Twinchies in completed projects

And some projects that were completed in our isolation, using only materials on hand
(Continued on page 39)
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BRANT NEEDLE ARTS GUILD (continued)

(Continued from page 38)

Also:
Two of our members had some of their work included in The Art of Textile show in St. Mary’s Station
Gallery that ran from Feb 4th to Mar 19th. This was a One Of A Kind show of needleworks and
fabric based pictures and sculptures. After being collected and assembled, displayed and photographed the show almost didn’t make it to the public due to another pandemic shutdown. However,
the art gods prevailed and the gallery was granted permission to open.
Deborah Downey
(Continued on page 40)

“Drusilla: A Book Dragon” is a 6ft fabric sculpted
dragon, mainly done by hand.
She was made using fabrics, threads, and a myriad
of objects already on hand and recycled into the
project.
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BRANT NEEDLE ARTS GUILD (continued)
Deborah Downey
The Iona Book, “Fergal; the
Fisherman and Justus; the Farmer”
is an imagined tale of how these two
men met, lived in the monastery that
Columba founded, and interacted in
the society therein.
The book is made from folded and
cut watercolour paper, painted and
sewn, woven and pasted, embroidered and beaded and finally edged
with chamois leather.
Barbara-Helen Hill
Oak Faeries
Mixed Media (fabric, felt, beads, wire armature, acorn
cap), interpretation of the faeries that look after the
oak trees.
The dolls represent the little people, faeries, a
connection to the universe and creation. In
indigenous teachings ‘we are all related’

Water Spirits
Mixed Media (Fabric, wire armature, beads,
ribbons, trims, embroidery threads)
The picture of the Sea Horses represents the
elementals that take care of the water. I don’t
have any idea what the elementals look like,
they probably aren’t sea horses but I liked the idea of the animals, fish, amoeba etc. all taking care
of the water.
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UPCOMING EVENTS

FASHION HISTORY MUSEUM Wearable Art Sale, and Fashion Shows with
Tea Friday, May 6, and Saturday May 7, 11 a.m. - 4 p.m.
Featuring the work of Bonnie Glass, Annette Graydon, Pix Martin, Inna
Zhereshchina, and Eve Farber. Enjoy a front row seat to a fashion show of
their work with afternoon tea for $29.00 plus HST (includes admission to the
museum). Seatings for the tea and fashion show at 11 a.m. and 1 a.m.
Tickets go on sale in April. Regular museum admission also includes
entrance to the sale. 74 Queen Street E, Cambridge, Ontario
www.fashionhistorymuseum.com

The Embroiderers’ Association of Canada—hosted by the Toronto Guild of Stitchery—is holding
their Seminar 2022 in Toronto this year. There are classes almost too numerous to mention. Two 4day classes, seventeen 2-day classes, three 1-day classes taught by a bakers’ dozen list of
Canadian and international teachers. This all happens from Monday May 16 through to Saturday
May 21. See eac-acb.ca/seminar/ for the details.
Embroiderers’ Guild of Peterborough will have a booth at the Fibre Arts Festival and
Sale hosted by the Peterborough Weavers and Spinners Guild on Saturday May 14
from 10-4 at Peterborough Square, 360 George St N. $5 admission. See https://
www.artisanscentre.ca/event-4705787 for advance tickets.

Fergus Fibre Festival, Saturday May 28 9 am to 4 pm, outdoors at St
Andrew St E and Tower St, in Fergus.
www.facebook.com/FergusFibreFestival
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UPCOMING EVENTS

ceglondon.com/programs/workshops.php
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ONTARIO NETWORK OF NEEDLEWORKERS
ONN Website
The ONN website can be found at onnguilds.ca. The main page is set up in a blog form so that notices and articles of interest can be found easily by members.
Submissions of articles, photos and events are welcomed and encouraged! Suggestions include:
book and exhibition reviews
tips and hints learned at a workshop
information about a shop
research about techniques, designs or materials
Send items to webmaster Judy McMullan at cegguelph@gmail.com
ONN Contact Information

Webmaster

Judy McMullan

CEG Guelph

cegguelph@gmail.com

Treasurer

Dianna Thorne

Toronto Stitchery Guild

onncontact@gmail.com

Newsletter

Vacant but the webmaster has been distributing the ONN reports in an email

Membership Year
The ONN membership year runs from June 1 to May 31.
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